Eagle – 3 Balloons

Whilst I was doing this model I thought of a
quick lazy way to show the measurements
when it is necessary to do so.
Keep all remnants, there is very little waste.
Inflate a black 206 as shown.

Inflate a small yellow bubble for the beak and stretch
one end back to the other as shown.
Inflate a white balloon about half way and attach the
yellow beak.
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Locktwist two bubbles together.
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Make a soft bubble (3) by giving it a little squeeze as
you twist it. Push the soft bubble up between bubbles
1 and 2 allowing them to roll over the soft bubble.
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Make a bubble for the neck and remove the remaining length
of the balloon but keep it handy

Attach the black balloon to the end of the
neck and lock twist two bubbles together.

Make another bubble lightly softer
than the previous two and roll it
between the previous two.

Continue with one 2” bubble and three 1”
bubbles followed by another 2” bubble.
Twist the last bubble in at the base of the
body.

Make three 1” bubbles followed by one 3” bubble.
Twist the 3” bubble in at the base of the neck.
Continue with another 3” bubble and three
1” bubbles. There should be a small bubble
left at the end which is twisted in at the base
of the body.

Inflate the yellow balloon again leaving
and make two 3” bubbles. Lock them
together and make a pinch twist. Make
another 3” bubble.

Twist the bubble in at the base of the body and
make three 3” bubbles. Locktwist the last two
bubbles together. Remove the remaining
balloon.
Make a string of white bubbles along the wing
as shown

Use the remaining white balloon to
make a string of bubbles along the
three tail bubbles.
Draw a face on and its finished.
Here I put it on a branch.

You could make a chick and nest.

Or how about using one more balloon to
make it a simple flying eagle.

